Durable, Custom-Made Asset Labels & Tags

Identify and track your property faster and easier with durable, high quality asset labels and tags from Camcode. Our asset labels and tags are used for a variety of indoor and outdoor applications. You determine the label content. Include your company name or other customized text, asset number, serialized number, and/or bar code to identify and track your assets.

Use Camcode’s Asset Labels and Tags to:

- Audit school equipment
- Maintain your office inventory
- Track leased equipment
- Monitor inventory at customer locations
- Identify medical equipment and supplies

Benefits of Bar Code Asset Labels and Tags:

- Automates inventory control, saving time and money
- Easy physical asset monitoring
- Simplifies your company audit process
- Precise maintenance management
- Loss prevention
- Accurate reporting
Indoor/Outdoor Metalphoto® Asset Labels and Tags

Made of durable photosensitive anodized aluminum, Camcode’s Metalphoto labels are used in the harshest environments and will remain readable for more than 20 years. The image is sealed within the anodic layer, providing resistance to corrosion, sunlight, abrasion, high temperature, most chemicals and more.

**Metalphoto Foil**
- Durable and broadly used for a variety of indoor and outdoor assets
- Can be applied to curved or flat surfaces using adhesive only

**Metalphoto Rigid**
- Available in .012”, .020” and .032” thicknesses with adhesive and/or mechanical attachment
- Excellent resistance to scuffing, cleaning solvents, most chemicals, heat and outdoor exposure

Indoor Asset Labels and Tags

Camcode’s indoor labels are perfect for a variety of indoor assets, including office furniture, fixtures, computers and more. Made of polyester, they feature an overlaminate that protects the label from scuffing, cleaning and mild chemicals.

**Premium Polyester**
- Can be applied to curved or flat surfaces
- Include optional color headers and/or logos

**Two-Part Polyester**
- For indoor assets to simplify record-keeping
- Second removable tab with matching ID number attaches to your records

Indoor Security Asset Labels and Tags

For indoor assets requiring a high level of security, these labels identify if label has been tampered with and prevent unauthorized transfer. They have good resistance scuffing, cleaning and mild chemicals.

**Tamper-Evident Polyester**
- The word “VOID” is left behind on your asset and the back of the label
- Made of polyester with durable overlaminate

**Destructible Vinyl**
- Label fractures into tiny pieces if tampered with
- Made of vinyl